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Abstract— Most work in automatic facial expression analysis
seeks to detect discrete facial actions. Yet, the meaning and function of facial actions often depends in part on their intensity.
We propose a part-based, sparse representation for automated
measurement of continuous variation in AU intensity. We
evaluated its effectiveness in two publically available databases,
CK+ and the soon to be released Binghamton high-resolution
spontaneous 3D dyadic facial expression database. The former
consists of posed facial expressions and ordinal level intensity
(absent, low, and high). The latter consists of spontaneous
facial expression in response to diverse, well-validated emotion
inductions, and 6 ordinal levels of AU intensity.
In a preliminary test, we started from discrete emotion labels
and ordinal-scale intensity annotation in the CK+ dataset.
The algorithm achieved state-of-the-art performance. These
preliminary results supported the utility of the part-based,
sparse representation. Second, we applied the algorithm to the
more demanding task of continuous AU intensity estimation
in spontaneous facial behavior in the Binghamton database.
Manual 6-point ordinal coding and continuous measurement
were highly consistent. Visual analysis of the overlay of continuous measurement by the algorithm and manual ordinal coding
strongly supported the representational power of the proposed
method to smoothly interpolate across the full range of AU
intensity.

I. INTRODUCTION
Most approaches to automatic facial expression analysis
seek to detect discrete facial actions or discrete emotionspecified expressions. [1], [2], [3]. Yet, facial actions and
expressions can vary in intensity as well as in kind. Differences in intensity have proved important in distinguishing
the different possible meanings and functions of facial actions that are otherwise similar. For instance, differences in
intensity, alone or in combination with other actions, have
distinguished between posed and spontaneous smiles [4] and
between smiles perceived as polite versus those perceived as
embarrassed [5].
Efforts to detect or measure the intensity of facial actions
have begun. One approach is based on the Facial Action
Coding System (FACS: [6]). FACS defines ordinal-level
variation in action unit intensity. Action units (AU) are
anatomically based, discrete facial actions that may occur
alone or in combinations to represent nearly all possible
facial expressions. Mahoor and his colleagues [7], [8] and
Kaltwand and Pantic [9] proposed frameworks to detect AU
intensity.
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Fig. 1.

Overview of the system.

Related approaches have been applied to the problem of
measuring intensity variation in pain expressions [10] and
[9]. The latter are based on Prkachin and Solomons Pain
Intensity Metric [11]. Ordinal pain scores are computed as
the sum of specific AU intensities or directly from facial
features [12]. These approaches all seek to detect ordinal
level intensity.
Another approach seeks to detect continuous variation in
latent dimensions of interpersonal behavior. The interpersonal emotion circumplex conceptualizes dimensions of valence, activity, and dominance [13]. Nicolaou [14] proposed
an Output-Associative Relevance Vector Machine regression
framework to detect continuous variation in dimensions of
the emotion circumplex. Gunes [15] reviewed work in continuous detection of emotion-circumplex dimensions from
facial expression, as well as from other modalities. These
approaches all assume that latent psychological constructs
(e.g., valence) can be measured from holistic representations
of visible facial expression or other modalities. Whether or
not emotion can be measured directly or can only be inferred
is outside the scope of the current work [16].
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We propose an approach to continuous measurement of
discrete facial actions (AU). The approach is inspired by
recent research into the primate visual system [17], which
emphasizes the role of part-based representations in early
visual processing and both part-based and holistic representations in later, higher-level, visual processing. First, we
acquire person-independent dense facial marker registration
by the means of a Constrained Local Model (CLM) and
extract localized patches around the markers (66-point face
mesh). Then we build a sparse, part-based representation of
the patches by applying non-negative matrix factorization.
This decomposition is appealing for two reasons: (a) the
filters represent highly localized parts of the face that are
robust to noise and structural perturbations, and (b) from a
computational standpoint, convolution with a sparse filter can
be done more efficiently than with a non-sparse filter [18].
Preliminary results in two different databases suggest
that this representation gives rise to reliable estimation of
continuous AU intensity. Fig. 1 presents an overview.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Theoretical
components are described in Section II. Datasets and their
properties are reviewed in Section III. Experimental results
on AU intensity are detailed in Section IV. Discussion and
a summary conclude the paper (Section V).
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Fig. 2. Histogram of the pixel intensity values: (a) before and (b) after the
Personal Mean Normalization.

xi (p) = sPR(x̄i + Φi q) + t,

(2)

(i = 1, . . . , M ), where xi (p) denotes the 3D location
of the ith landmark and p = {s, α, β, γ, q, t} denotes
the parameters of the model, which consist of a global
scaling s, angles of rotation in three dimensions (R =
R1 (α)R2 (β)R3 (γ)), a translation t and non-rigid transformation q. Here x̄i denotes the mean location of the ith
landmark (i.e. x̄i = [x̄i , ȳi , z̄i ]T and x̄ = [x̄1 ; . . . ; x̄M ]) and
P denotes the projection matrix to 2D.
The interested reader is referred to [19] for the details of
the CLM algorithm.

II. METHODS
Our proposed method consists of three main steps. First,
we estimate landmark positions on face images using the
CLM method. We describe the details of this technique in
Section II-A. Then we extract local texture patches around
the markers (Section II-B). To do that, we remove the
rigid transformation from the acquired shape using Procrustes normalization (Section II-B.1); extract AU-related
regions from the normalized image (Section II-B.2); and then
normalize the acquired patches by removing the personal
mean (Section II-B.3). Using the normalized patches we
build a component based representation using non-negative
matrix factorization. The details of this method are described
in Section II-C. SVM based classification and regression
methods are reviewed in Section II-D.
A. Constrained Local Model
CLM methods are generative parametric models for
person-independent face alignment. In this work we were
using a 3D CLM method, in which the shape model is
defined by a 3D mesh and, in particular, the 3D vertex
locations of the mesh, which are referred to as landmark
points. Consider the shape of a 3D CLM as the coordinates
of 3D vertices of the M landmark points:
x = (x1 , y1 , z1 , ..., xM , yM , zM )T ,

(1)

or, x = (x1 , . . . , xM )T , where xi = (xi , yi , zi )T . We
have T samples: {x(t)}Tt=1 . We assume that – apart from
scale, rotation, and translation – all samples {x(t)}Tt=1 can
be approximated by means of the linear principal component
analysis (PCA).

B. Extracted Localized Patches
1) Procrustes Normalization: For any shape x, Procrustes
transformation applies translation, uniform scaling and rotation to match the reference shape xr in Euclidean norm.
The minimum of this cost function is called the Procrustes
distance. We applied it for 2D transformations.
2) Patch Selection: Following the tracking and registration of facial landmark points, normalized texture patches
are extracted around the mouth, eyes, and nose regions. The
points selected are based on their relevance to specific AU.
For instance, AU 15 (depressor anguli) pulls the lip corners
down and causes pouching of the soft tissue below them. To
detect AU 15, then, we wish to extract patches from these
regions. The lateral lip corners, as well as the nasolabial
furrow above them, are relevant to AU 12 (zygomatic major),
which pulls the lip corners obliquely in smiling. Point
selection is informed by our knowledge of the functional
facial anatomy of expression.
3) Personal Mean Texture Normalization: In the next
step, personal mean texture normalization is performed.
We calculate an average texture for each subject and each
patch (the so called personal mean texture) and compute
the differences between each texture patch and the personal
mean texture. This step is important, because it removes
individual differences in texture. Fig. 2 shows the pixel
intensity histograms of a texture sequence before and after
personal mean normalization. Note, that we normalize the
intensities to [0,1] interval and shift the mean to 0.5 to
preserve the non-negativity property of the data for the matrix
factorization step.
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Fig. 3. Characteristics of the NMF method: (a): reconstruction error with different number of components retained [K]. (b) Density of the coefficients
matrix with different regularization parameters [β].

Fig. 4.

Some of the NMF filters and the corresponding locations.

C. Non-negative Matrix Factorization
Given a non-negative data matrix X = [x1 , ...xn ] ∈ Rd×n
+ ,
each column of X is a data point. NMF aims to find two
non-negative matrices W ∈ Rd×m
and H ∈ Rm×n
which
+
+
minimize the following cost function
1
2
X − WHF , s.t.W ≥ 0, H ≥ 0,
(3)
2
where .F is the Frobenius norm.
This formulation is obtained from the log-likelihood function under the assumption of Gaussian error. W called basis
matrix and H called coefficient matrix. The interpretation
is that each data point is a non-negative combination of the
basis vectors.
This formulation has issues of scale-invariance and nonunique solution, which imply that the non-negativity constrained on the least squares is insufficient in some cases.
Sparsity is a popular regularization principle in statistical
modelling [20].
In this work, we regularized the basis matrix and enforced
sparsity on the coefficients by minimizing the following cost
function:
J=


1
2
2
2
X − WHF + αWF + β
hi 1 ,
2
i=1
n

J=

(4)

where hi is the ith column of H. For minimizing this
function we used an alternating active set method [21]. Fig. 3
shows the characteristics of the factorization with different
regularization parameters. As we increase the sparsity constraint (parameter β), the density of the coefficients matrix
decreases.
The interested reader is referred to [22] for a detailed
survey of the NMF techniques. Fig. 4 depicts some of the
acquired filters and the corresponding locations on the face.
D. Support Vector Machines for AU Intensity Estimation
Our Support Vector Machines make another building block
of the algorithms, since after we factorize the texture patches,
we perform an SVM-based classification using the different
emotions as the class labels and a regression procedure for
AU intensity estimation.
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are powerful for both
binary and multi-class classification and regression. SVMs
are robust against outliers. For two-class separation, SVM
estimates the optimal separating hyper-plane between the two
classes by maximizing the margin between the hyper-plane
and closest points of the classes.
We are given sample and label pairs (x(k) , y (k) ) with
x(k) ∈ Rm , y (k) ∈ {−1, 1}, and k = 1, ..., K. Here, for class
‘1’ and for class ‘2’ y (k) = 1 and y (k) = −1, respectively.
We also have a set of feature vectors φ(= [φ1 ; . . . ; φJ ]) :

Rm → RJ , where J might be infinite. The support vector
classification seeks to minimize the cost function

1 T
ξk
w w+C
2

TABLE I
D ISTRIBUTION OF AU INTENSITIES IN THE CK E NHANCED D ATASET.

K

min

w,b,ξ

(5)

k=1

y (k) (wT φ(x(k) ) + b) ≥ 1 − ξk , ξk ≥ 0.

(6)

where ξk (k = 1, . . . , K) are the so called slack variables
that generalize the original SVM concept with separating
hyper-planes to soft-margin classifiers that have outliers that
can not be separated.
Support vector regression (SVR) has a very similar form
to support vector machine. For details on SVR techniques,
the interested reader is referred to the literature, e.g., to [23]
and the references therein.
In every AU intensity experiment we used the L2 -loss L2 regularized least-squares SVM (LS-SVM). This least squares
SVM formulation for the linear case modifies (5) and (6) to
a loss function
2
μ   (k)  T
1
y − w φ(x(k) ) + b
J(w, b) = wT w +
2
2
k=1
(7)
that should be minimized.

TABLE II
D ISTRIBUTION OF AU INTENSITIES IN THE B INGHAMTON D ATASET.

K

III. DATASETS
We used two major databases that differ in type of expression, duration, and granularity of FACS intensity annotation.
Cohn-Kanade [24], Cohn-Kanade Extended [25] and Enhanced Datasets [26] include relatively brief (mean duration
= 20 frames) sequences of posed facial behavior. Intensity
coding has three ordinal levels. The Binghamton University Spontaneous 3D Dynamic Facial Expression Database
includes longer (approximately 600 frames) sequences of
spontaneous facial behavior in response to diverse emotion
inductions, and intensity is annotated with six levels of
ordinal intensity for the subset of AU [27].
A. Datasets based on the Cohn-Kanade Facial Expression
Database
The Cohn-Kanade Extended Facial Expression (CK+)
Database [25] was developed for automated facial image analysis and synthesis and for perceptual studies. The
database is widely used to compare the performance of
different models. The database contains 123 subjects and 593
frontal image sequences. From these, 118 subjects are annotated with the seven universal emotions (anger, contempt,
disgust, fear, happy, sad and surprise). The image sequences
are annotated with 68 landmark points. Action units are also
provided with this database for the apex frame. The original
Cohn-Kanade Facial Expression Database distribution [24]
had 486 FACS-coded sequences from 97 subjects. CK+ has
593 posed sequences with full FACS coding of the peak
frames. A subset of action units were coded for presence or
absence.

To provide additional ground-truth, the RPI ISL research
group manually re-annotated the original CK dataset [26]
frame-by-frame. This annotation contains temporal segments
of 14 Action Units. The presence of 14 AUs were annotated
with three intensities: absent, present but with low intensity,
and present. This dataset is referred to as the CK Enhanced
Dataset. The distribution of AU intensities can be seen in
Table I.
B. Binghamton Spontaneous Dynamic Facial Expression
Database
The Binghamton dataset [27] includes video from various
emotion elicitation procedures. Forty-one participants (56%
female, 48.7% white, average age 20.2 years) were filmed
with a frontal camera (520x720 pixel resolution) while
engaging in eight tasks designed to elicit emotions such
as anxiety, surprise, embarrassment, fear, pain, anger, and
disgust. Example tasks include being surprised by a loud
sound, submerging a hand in ice water, and smelling rotten
meat. For each task, the 20-second segment with the highest
AU density was identified; this segment then was coded for
AU onset (start) and offset (end) by certified and reliable
FACS coders.
After AU 12 and AU 14 onsets and offsets were coded,
short videos were made of each AU event. An event is
defined as contiguous frames from onset (start) to offset (end)
of the AU. Certified and reliable FACS coders then coded
frame-level intensity using custom software. This coding
involved assigning each video frame a numerical value with
0 representing the absence of the AU and 1 through 5
representing trace through maximum intensity, as defined
by FACS. The distribution of AU intensities can be seen
in Table II.
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Fig. 5. ROC curves of the different emotion classifiers: (a) anger, (b) disgust, (c) fear, (d) happy, (e) sad and (f) surprise. The solid lines show the
performance on the last frames of the sequences, the dashed lines represent the performance on the 6th frame.

TABLE III

TABLE V

C OMPARISONS WITH HAND - DESIGNED SPATIO - TEMPORAL G ABOR
FILTERS (W U ET AL . 2010 [28]) AND LEARNED SPATIO - TEMPORAL ICA

AU INTENSITY ESTIMATION PERFORMANCE ON THE CK E NHANCED
D ATASET. MSE = M EAN S QUARED E RROR , PCC = P EARSON ’ S

FILTERS

(L ONG ET AL . 2012 [29]) ON THE FIRST 6 FRAMES .

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT.

TABLE IV
C OMPARISONS WITH BOOSTED DYNAMIC FEATURES (YANG ET AL . 2009
[30]) ON THE LAST FRAMES OF THE SEQUENCES .

IV. EXPERIMENTS
We executed a number of evaluations to judge the strength
of the proposed representation. Studies concern (i) discrete
emotion classification, (ii) the performances of continuous
AU intensity estimation on posed and (iii) spontaneous
datasets.
A. Preliminary Study on Discrete Emotion Classification
In this experiment we used the CK+ dataset with the
discrete emotion labels. We trained a binary SVMs using
the leave-one-subject-out cross validation method. To test

the performance of recognizing emotions with low intensity,
in one experiment we used only the first 6th frames of
the sequences. In the other experiment we used the last
frame of each sequence which correspond to the apex of
the expression. The acquired ROC performance curves of
the classification are depicted in Fig. 5.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. The continuous SVR output for (a) AU12 (lip corner puller) and (b) AU14 (dimpler) intensity estimation. The dotted lines show the ground truth
intensities.

These results from the NMF based feature representation
are better than the available best result that uses spatiotemporal ICA and boosted dynamic features, see our comparisons in Tables III and IV.

TABLE VI
AU INTENSITY ESTIMATION PERFORMANCE ON THE B INGHAMTON
D ATASET. MSE = M EAN S QUARED E RROR , PCC = P EARSON ’ S
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT.

B. Study on AU Intensity Estimation on Posed Data
A number of works demonstrate that emotion recognition
from estimation of AU intensities - i.e., following the practice
of FACS coders - is comparable or better than direct emotion
recognition. Also, for situation analysis, recognition of facial
expressions beyond the basic emotions is of high relevance
and such information is encoded into the AU intensities. In
turn, we studied AU intensity estimation on posed expression
data.
Encouraged by the results of the previous experiment,
we decided to use the data of the Enhanced CK database
and tuned Support Vector Regressors for estimating AU
intensities. In this dataset 14 AUs were annotated frame-byframe with three intensities in the Enhanced CK database,
namely (a) absent, (b) present but with low intensity, and
(c) present. We assigned 0, 1 and 2 values for these levels,
respectively. This case can be approximated with the L2 -loss
L2 -regularized least-squares SVM (LS-SVM).
We evaluated the performance of the estimation using
Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCC). The results can be seen in Table V.
The intensities of AUs with large distortions (like AU12
or AU27) can be estimated with high correlations, whereas
more subtle AUs, like AU24 (lip pressor) have slightly higher
estimation errors.

C. Study on AU12/AU14 Intensity Estimation on Spontaneous Data
The major part of CK+ and CK Enhanced datasets contains posed facial expressions that may considerably differ
from the spontaneous ones [31]. Spontaneous expressions,
which may differ in intensity, timing, and co-occurrence with
other actions [32], [5], [2].
In this experiment we used the Binghamton dataset [27]
which has frame-level intensity coding for AU12 (lip corner
puller) and AU14 (dimpler) on a six-point scale: 0 representing the absence of the AU and 1 through 5 representing trace
through maximum intensity, as defined by FACS.
We used LS-SVM for the linear estimation of the intensities of these two AUs using leave-one-subject-out cross
validation method. The results for AU12 and AU14 intensity
estimation can be seen in Table VI. The estimation error of
AU12 intensity is higher than in the previous experiment,
that used a posed dataset.
The output of the support regressor for two different

subjects can be seen in Fig. 6. As illustrated, high precision
intensity estimation can be achieved including in difficult
cases like AU14.
V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
We are interested in situation analysis and humancomputer interaction that call for continuous AU intensity
estimation.
We studied facial expression recognition and continuous
AU intensity estimation using the localized, sparse representation. We found state-of-the-art performance in emotionspecified expression recognition. In comparison with spatiotemporal ICA based method [29] and boosted dynamic
features [30], better results were obtained. We then used the
method in the task of continuous AU intensity estimation and
demonstrated the performance of the proposed approach on
both posed and spontaneous datasets.
Our results compare favorably to other methods in the
literature, however direct comparison with other studies is
difficult, because of differences in datasets, reliability in
coding (which is often unknown) and performance metrics.
In sum, part-based, sparse information is very efficient
for facial expression analysis. Further improvements are
expected for methods that include temporal information [14].
Such improvements are necessary for situation analysis and
human-computer interaction.
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